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Introduction

Our Vision, Mission & Values
Liga Digital was founded by a tech-savvy
Brazilian family who wanted to prove to the
world that small businesses did not need
to settle for social media when it came to
promoting themselves - that professional
websites could be more valuable, more
promising, and more reliable than social
platforms while still being affordable. Today,
Liga Digital not only builds remarkable
business websites but also fully-functioning
online stores and supports clients with web
hosting services.
We believe the sooner entrepreneurs put
their businesses on the map in the Digital
Age, in a professional manner, the better.
Our websites are created on one of the most
well-established platforms in the field. This
brand has been chosen in light of our goal
of providing a satisfactory solution to every
one of our customers, who, in addition
to amazing designs, need web hosting,
domains, business e-mail addresses, logos,
online payment processing, traffic reports,
and all sorts of add-ons, all of which are
provided by our preferred website builder.
In order to create a virtual space on the web
with obvious advantages over social media
profiles for business owners, we go beyond
the average by bringing sophistication,
authenticity and allure to your online
storefront.
For your benefit, we are forever searching
the Marketing and Web design worlds for
new tools, content, features and visuals.

In other words, we create the exact
digital world needed to help meet your
reputational goals.
Allow us to serve you with the means
described in this dossier and become part
of the small businesses to whose growth
we want to contribute. You will experience
how much easier life gets for you and your
potential customers when your business
has a website.
If you have any questions or comments,
please do not hesitate to contact us. We
hope you enjoy our websites as much as
we enjoy designing them.
See you online!
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Facts & Figures

The digitalization of
businesses has picked up
pace in recent years, but SMEs
lag behind in the transition,
despite the potential benefits.
In 2019, the domain registration and web hosting company GoDaddy
conducted the Global Entrepreneurship Survey in order to explore trends
and patterns in the digitization of SMEs. The study surveyed 4,505 small
businesses in 10 global markets: the U.S., Australia, Canada, Germany, Hong
Kong, India, Mexico, South Africa, Turkey and the U.K. The results were as
follows:
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45%

38%

of those with a website are optimistic
about a 50% business growth or more
in the next 3-5 years; of those without
a website, 24% share this expectation.

of small business owners in Australia,
Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, India,
Mexico, South Africa, Turkey, the U.K,
and the US have a website.
Of those without a website:

24%

• 36% said they couldn’t afford it
• 27% said they didn’t think it would
• 23% said they don’t have the time to
create one help with their business
• 22% said it’s beyond their technical
expertise
• 4% claimed Government regulations
make it too difficult to do so
• 9% justified with other reasons

of the same respondents do not have
a website, but rely on social media;
14% do not see the need for a website
and 16% plan to build one soon.

The influence websites can have on your business

on the web that is always accessible, that is

We have never doubted that having a website

captivating, that gets the mission across and

could bring formidable changes to an

that anticipates the customer’s demands can

entrepreneur’s experience. And indeed, the

inspire any businessperson to keep reaching

study showed a significant preponderance of

for the stars. Isn’t that great?

professional satisfaction among those with a
website compared to those yet to have one. 59%

Entrepreneurs without websites find it is hard

of respondents with an online presence reported

and expensive to build one

to be much happier as entrepreneurs, compared

In this day and age, with Liga Digital around,

to 45% of respondents without a website.

there are no more excuses. We exist to assist

More importantly, if we were to consider other

business people with the hassles involved in

parameters, the study shows that those with a

the planning, designing, building, setting up,

website have on average 38% higher revenue than

and launching of a professional website, if they

those without a website.

will let us. As this and many other studies have

Websites fuel confidence in business growth

indicated over the past decade, by postponing
building a website, you are hurting your

This superior sense of achievement, witnessed

business, and in our opinion no business is

in businesses that have embraced digitization,

ever too small to have a website. It’s time to

has led business owners to be more optimistic

take action.

about growing their business, a scenario said to
be 21% lower amongst the rest. Having a place

Ready when you are.
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Working Templates
The website templates we use cover all types of business sectors,
from a beauty blog to an event promoter’s site, from an electronics
business to a bakery.

How does Liga Digital help you
stand out online?
By meticulously browsing through
the website builder, we have
singled out the most suitable and
sophisticated templates from
hundreds of professional templates.

These days, even
purchases that happen
in person start with
online research. In
other words: you must
be online, and, more
importantly, stand out.
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Consultants

Business & Services
Make new connections by
introducing your team members,
your services and the values of your
brand with this elegant layout.

Clothing Stores
Online Store

A sophisticated template designed
to showcase your brand’s identity,
amaze your customers, and engage
potential buyers.

Healthcare Professionals
Portfolio & CV

A template to describe your
practice, share your achievements
and approach, and providing for
online appointments.

Automobile Companies
Business & Services

This template’s visionary aesthetic
allows your product to shine and
invites enthusiasts to subscribe for
updates.

Beauty Shops
Online Store

A template as luxurious as your
brand. Sell products, respond to
clients in real time and offer stellar
customer service.

Training Academies
Education

Promote your academy by including
information about your courses,
images, testimonials and an option
to register for courses.

Cleaning Companies
Business & Services

Help your business stand out online
with a smart template that allows
users to get to know you and book
your services.

Farms

Online Store
Tell your story, manage and display
your products online, and keep
visitors engaged with a social media
gallery.

NGOs

Communities
A template to share the projects
your group is involved in and
present your cause to the world
with an attractive design.
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Overview of Plans
Since our clients have a wide range of needs and resources, Liga Digital has
developed a set of plans, within which there is sure to be one that will suit
your brand’s objectives.
Beyond Design

During our interviews, throughout our handy
tutorials and over the course of our year-long
relationship, Liga Digital will be there to guide
you through your options pertaining to the
maintenance of your site. We will also connect you
to the best domain providers who will design your
virtual address and ensure you obtain access to
the website builder in a safe manner so that you
can own this project.

Now, on a different note, besides paying for the
web hosting and the chosen add-ons, and also
updating the information displayed on your page,
you will notice that there isn’t much else involved
in owning a website. But let’s not forget the right
to show off your site. So, in order to get there,
take a good look at the table below. It should
help you choose the most appropriate option for
your business.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Desktop & Mobile Versions







Proposed Website Templates

3

5

7

Assistance with Website Content Writing







Competition Research & Personalized Questionnaire

X





Revisions until Launch

2

3

3

Search Engine Optimization Set-up







Online Store for Bookings or Sales

X

X



Profile on Google My Business

X





Business Card Design

X





Tutorials for Website Management







Monthly Website Visit Report for 1 Year

X





1 Year of Free Simple Site Changes







€800

€1,100

€1,400

Features

Prices
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Plans In Detail
Regardless of the current size and level of ambition of your business, you
are sure to find the path to success from our range of services. That is why
we invite you to look at the options below and not to wait to contact us,
once you have made up your mind.

Bronze: €800
If you are looking to join the
web with a distinct website for
your business, this is the plan
for you.
Your page would be chosen

going live, the set-up of a
Google My Business profile to
attract searches, the design
of a modern business card
(printing not included) and
site visit reports every month
for a year.

from three recommended
templates, filled with content
produced collectively, taking

Gold: €1,400

into account the competition,

Our most advanced plan is

reviewed twice by you before
the launch, optimized for
computers, tablets and
smartphones, qualified for
organic online searches, easily
managed with the help of our
tutorials and updated by us as
a courtesy for one year.

Silver: €1,100

recommended for business
owners who are ready to
jump into the world of
online business. All services
provided in the previous
plan are included in this
one, but choosing the Gold
Option means you also have
the ability to actually make
money with your website,

Designed for entrepreneurs

by allowing visitors to make

who want to take their online

reservations, purchase plans

presence to the next level,

or buy your products. In

this plan contains all the

addition, this plan offers you

features found in the Bronze

two more website templates

Plan, with the addition of two

to choose from (a total of

website templates to choose

seven options).

from, an extra review before
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How It Works

If any of our plans interest
you, it is worth finding out
how we plan to develop
our relationship.
While it is your
responsibility to reveal
your brand’s identity
to us, ours is to do
the magic, committing
ourselves to your
satisfaction.

In five steps we will
make your dream
website a reality: a
space all yours to
grow your audience,
display products,
share your expertise,
promote your
business and make
the competition
jealous.
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the production of the content displayed on your
website. However, we will play an important role
in ensuring that the volume and the tone of the
chosen template are respected for the sake of
design and user experience. We will provide a
custom text skeleton for you to fill in and then
fine-tune it.

Step 4: Construction

Step 1: Interview
At first, you are invited to tell us as much as you
can about your business and its needs. This
introduction helps us to pinpoint the ideal plan
and to start visualizing the project. We then
briefly walk you through your options in regard
to services, web hosting arrangements, possible
purposes and features for your website, domain
acquisition and add-ons. You would then evaluate
your impressions in your own time or give us the
go-ahead to move forward immediately.

Step 2: Proposal
As soon as you come to a positive decision,
we request input to start developing a project
proposal. This document will gather website
layouts that suit your business sector, a preview
of recommended features, sections, text and color
combinations, as well as ideas to generate traffic
to your page, once everything is finalized. In other
words, we allow you to see a snapshot of your
website’s potential to ensure informed decisionmaking.

Step 3: Content
Considering that no one can talk about your
work as well as you, you are the protagonist in

With your preferences in hand, the rough structure
built and the voice of your brand well captured,
we can now take the wheel. At this stage, our
designers begin setting up your privacy policy
and cookies, optimizing search results, enabling
possible transactions, revisiting the layout,
enhancing the visuals and so forth. Once your page
is good to go, we present our work and await your
valuable feedback

Step 5: Launch
To complete our work and inaugurate your place
on the web, we will simply need to do a few last
tests, share the ownership of the project with
you, acquire your address (www.yourdomain.com)
and your web-hosting plan, hand you our handy
tutorials and finally celebrate the launch. Your
time to shine will have come!
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Conclusion
The take away from
this dossier should be
that every business
has greater potential
with a website. It
increases confidence,
visibility, credibility,
financial opportunities
and growth, which is
precisely our mission.
Forget about relying solely on social media,
advertising the old-fashioned way, wondering
how the competition can do what they do. With
us, you will get up to speed with how business
is done in the digital era, while we handle the
hassles and pleasures involved in building a
promising website for you.
We have what it takes to make your website
stand out and leave a great impression.
Whatever the size of your business, if you are
ready to take your digital presence to the next
level, reach out to Liga Digital today. It will be
our pleasure to develop your online storefront,
providing just what you need to further your
professional development.
See you online!
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